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Inspiring Clients
All of us tend to move forward with conviction 

and pride when we are dedicating our time and 
personal expression towards something meaningful. As 
humans, we feel better when we make a difference and 
elevate others toward their greatness.  

As with anything, there are parts of financial planning 
that are more technical and quantitative and there are 
other components that are more personal. Human 
nature offers affirmation when we can effortlessly 
focus on both aspects of what really matters and 
create a plan that connects the details with care and 
compassion.
Whole family financial planning is not just investing 
but rather understanding how to earn wealth, inspire 
a rigorous and committed plan and then learn how 
to spend and give back in alignment with your goals. 
At Ellenbecker Investment Group, our passion and 
goal is to inspire people to plan and create a financial 
legacy for their family. We are dedicated to connecting 
generations through core values and family culture. 
Helping you develop a financial plan that will pass 
down to your future generations like a prized 
recipe requires that we set the highest standard for 
investments and service. Your financial legacy and 
reputation is a mirror of our financial reputation and 
legacy and we have a personal commitment to keeping 
that standard front and center of all that we do. 
We will meet you where you are and collaborate on 
your financial legacy to reassure you that the overall 

influence on your next 
generation inspires them 
to do the same. We look 
at investing differently 
and create a unique plan 
that fits you just right.
I want to encourage you 
to look at your financial 
plan as more than just 
the numbers. Consider 
how your wealth 
will pass to the next 
generation, how it will make a difference in your world 
and how we can manage it efficiently and effectively to 
give you the ability to meet all of your financial goals. 
Don’t let fear paralyze you from making a change. Are 
you afraid to spend money? Are you scared to sell your 
house and move somewhere new? Is it hard to consider 
gifting or giving money away? We want to help you 
meet those fears head-on and inspire you to walk 
through them so they are no longer a roadblock but 
instead a catapult to achieving your greatness. Getting 
uncomfortable promotes change and change allows us 
to grow and attain our goals.

What is the next step? Take a look at your investment 
portfolio from another perspective and let us know 
how we can facilitate conversations and inspire you to 
invest differently. n

Julie Ellenbecker-Lipsky, CFP® 
President and Wealth Advisor

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Karen & Julie.

Inspire: to fill someone  
with the urge or ability to 

do or feel something.
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Every now and then I get a flash of inspiration that 
I cannot believe had been lying dormant for so 

long. Recently when talking to a friend about the 
different investment phases of our lives, I realized that 
EIG has always maintained a structure that signifies 
that journey: 

E – Earning 
I – Investing
G – Giving 

So often I am asked, “What does EIG stand for?”. My 
response has always been “Ellenbecker Investment 
Group”. I now feel that EIG has grown well beyond 
my name and symbolizes so much more about 
who we are, why we do what we do and what the 
future holds. When selecting a name for Ellenbecker 
Investment Group, I tried to drive authenticity and 
make it fit me and my vision. EIG (earning, investing 
and giving) has been living the American dream and 
I did not even know it. For over twenty years we have 
partnered with our clients during different stages of 
their lives. Each stage of life requires a different set of 
skills to navigate. 

Earning
When we evaluate the earning phase, it is important 
to emphasize an emergency fund, estate planning 
documents, life insurance, understanding employee 
benefits, education planning, budgeting, property 
& casualty insurance, disability insurance, mortgage 
planning and setting up a plan to pay back college 
loans. Having a plan in this first phase of life makes a 
huge difference in wealth accumulation and positions 
the plan for the long term. 

Investing
Investing is the beginning of financial freedom. This is 
the time to enjoy all your previous successes and start 
focusing on future goals. You start to see the benefits 
of investing in yourself. Here we start to look at tax 
planning, reviewing your estate plan, determining 
future cash flow requirements, evaluating long term 
care insurance, Social Security and Medicare and how 
they will impact your future. 

Giving
Giving, the time when you can enjoy all your hard 
work and start focusing on your financial legacy. I 
often ask myself, “How did I get here?”. I have been 
in phase one many times stretching into phase two 
and pushed back again into phase one. Our journey 
through these three phases are unique to each of 
us and influenced by when we get there, not on our 
age. Determining what is the “number” that makes us 
feel safe and knowing when we have enough can be 
a challenge. Who do we give to? My parents always 
said “charity begins at home” and for me that is true. 
However, I also feel “that a gift isn’t a gift until we give 
it away”. Questions that tug at our hearts are often 
difficult to answer alone.

I have enjoyed all three phases of my career and, as 
most of you know, I have struggled with the word 
“retirement”. Like many of you, I am still a work in 
progress. Several of our clients are finding themselves 
in the third phase of life and evaluating the idea and 
structure around giving our time, talents and money. 

Our Wealth Management team looks at all these 
issues and helps you evaluate your purpose, define 
what your wealth means to you and helps create 
a plan for how you can share your legacy with 
beneficiaries who align with your values and interests.

Earning, investing and giving is a wonderful way  
to address the different financial stages in life. I find 
that focusing on all stages independently have 
helped me stay curious, continue learning and giving 
generously.  n

What Does "EIG" Stand For?

Karen J. Ellenbecker
Founder & Sr. Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group
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Social Security – 
Facts and Figures

The history of Social Security is quite interesting. 
Social Security was found in 1935 by the Franklin 

D. Roosevelt administration. Initially the program only 
covered the primary worker; however, by 1939 spousal 
and child benefits were signed into Social Security. 
The program was further enhanced in 1956 to include 
disability benefits. It wasn’t until 1974 when Social 
Security was adjusted for inflation.

The benefits have been enhanced over the years 
and people are living longer to enjoy these benefits. 
That said, Social Security continually faces challenges 
to support the increased benefit’s longevity. Social 
Security is primarily funded through payroll taxes. 
In 1940, there were 159 workers for every one Social 
Security recipient compared to 2.9 workers for every 
one recipient in 2010. Based on current projects, it 
appears Social Security is fully funded until 2037 with 
much happening in the years to come to address any 
challenges beyond this timeline.

Let’s review the term “Full Retirement Age” (FRA). Your 
FRA is the age at which you are eligible to receive 
100% of full Social Security benefits. Based on your 
year of birth, this can be between age 65-67. However, 
did you know you can collect reduced benefits as 
early as age 62? The reduced amount varies but the 
reduction can be anywhere from 25% - 35% of the 
FRA amount. Also, if you are a widow/widower, you 
may be able to collect benefits as early as age 60. 
However, I should also point out that if you delay 
receiving Social Security until age 70, your monthly 
benefit amount will increase 8% per year from your 
FRA until age 70. The monthly benefit amount 
maxes out at age 70. Contact your financial advisor 
to determine when you should start to collect your 
benefits.

One common question around Social Security is, “Can 
I still work and collect benefits?”. The answer is, yes; 
however, if you have not reached your FRA you will 
lose $1 for every $2 above $16,920 of earned income. 
The year you attain your FRA, the earned income limit 
increases to $44,880. After you attain your FRA your 
earned income will not reduce your Social Security 
benefits. So your Social Security benefit may go up a 
little bit based on your earned income after you start 
receiving Social Security. (Note: the earnings limit 
referenced above is for the year 2017 as these limits 
are adjusted annually.)

Another common question is, “Are monthly benefits 
taxed?”. The answer is, yes. Up to 50% - 85% of Social 
Security benefits may become taxable income 
depending on your income. In general terms, if you 
file a “single” tax return and your income is greater 
than $34,000, up to 85% of social security benefits 
may be included as taxable income. If you file a 
“married, joint” return, the threshold increases to 
$44,000. If this is a concern of yours, consult a tax 
accountant with your questions.

Contact your wealth advisor or the Social Security 
Administration office at 1-800-772-1213 with 
questions.  n
 

Jean Range, CFP®
Senior Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group
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Recently I’ve been seeing the phrase, “giving with 
a warm hand,” in articles related to charitable 

giving and gifting to children or grandchildren. It 
refers to giving money while you are alive rather 
than waiting until death, or “giving with a cold hand” 
through directions in your trust or will.

For families, it may mean treating to vacations, 
funding college educations or providing a down 
payment on a home. It is a way to see your loved 
ones enjoy your generosity during your lifetime. Their 
enjoyment becomes your enjoyment.

For charities, it may mean donating larger amounts 
to causes you find especially compelling or have 
a personal connection. It can be overwhelming to 
deal with the amount of charitable requests we 
receive by mail and/or evening phone calls. I feel like 
I can make the most difference by supporting my 
personal causes as well as those I learn about through 
Ellenbecker colleagues and a professional group to 
which I belong.

I am a member of TEMPO Waukesha and through our 
Community Impact committee we learn about four 
Waukesha County not-for-profit organizations each 
year. A representative from each group joins us at a 
meeting to share their story and the organization’s 
needs. We are then able to support the groups by 
donating specific items or money. In 2017 we have 
supported Hebron House of Hospitality, Lake Area 
Free Clinic, Waukesha Community Arts Program 
and Hope Center. Also, we sponsor tables at major 
fundraising events throughout the year.

At EIG, one of our core values is to be grateful. The 
description is, “We are thankful for all that we have. 
We act with grace. We exercise compassion and 
show empathy to others. We give without expecting 
anything in return.” To help align with that value, we 
have a number of ways for employees to support 
charitable initiatives. Recently we sorted 18,000 
pounds food at the Hunger Task Force. What an 
eye-opening experience to learn what donations 
are healthy and nutritious (or not). To support our 

personal causes, EIG matches up to $250 per year for 
each employee’s donation to an organization. 

Also, we feature one organization each month as 
submitted by the employees. We learn about the 
organization and why the charity is important to 
them. If we choose to donate, EIG matches the 
amount and we get to wear jeans to work on a Friday! 
This year we have supported/will be supporting the 
Herma Heart Center, Wisconsin Humane Society, 
Milwaukee Rescue Mission Joy House, National MS 
Society (CO Chapter), Fondy Food Center, JDRF, MACC 
Fund, Shepherds Ministries, United Community 
Center, Eric Wolfe Brain Tumor Fellowship, the 
Christmas Clearing Council of Waukesha County, 
Rogers Memorial Hospital and the Honor Flight 
Network.

I encourage you to think about what “giving with a 
warm hand” means to you. As we enter the holiday 
season, consider the difference you can make in the 
lives of your family, friends and beneficiaries of your 
charitable donations. As Winston Churchill said, “We 
make a living by what we get but we make a life by 
what we give.”  n

Giving with a Warm Hand

Diane Byrne, CFP®, AIF®
Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Christmas Clearing Council of Waukesha County 
promotes and coordinates giving to families in 
need during the Christmas season. This is my 
charity of choice for November. If you would 
like to donate, please bring your mittens to our 
office before December 1. It’s great to know 
our warm hands will give these children warm 
hands as well! christmasclearingcouncil.org

Christmas Clearing Council
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Understanding Insurance 
Underwriting

When I help clients evaluate life insurance 
options, there are often questions about what 

the underwriting process is like and what insurance 
companies consider for coverage. Underwriting is 
required for most life, long term care and disability 
income insurance plans.  
Underwriting measures risk exposure and determines 
the premium that needs to be charged to insure that 
risk. It typically takes four to twelve weeks and we work 
with you throughout the process.
A history of cancer, heart disease or a bad driving 
record does not necessarily disqualify you for coverage. 
Different carriers have different criteria. Our objective is 
to match you with the carrier and product that fit your 
planning needs and your risk profile.
Insurance companies evaluate your overall health, 
nicotine use, family history, driving record, activities 
(i.e., scuba diving, sky diving or vehicle racing) and your 
financial need for the insurance.
The process starts with an application. The next step 
is typically a paramedical exam. This usually takes no 
longer than 30 minutes and can be done in the privacy 
of your home.

A qualified examiner will 
collect blood and urine 
specimens, and will measure 
height, weight, blood 
pressure and pulse rate. The 
examiner asks questions 
regarding your medical 
history and medications you 
take. Providing complete 
detailed information expedites the process.
Individuals age 70 and up may be asked to perform a 
few basic cognitive tests and mobility testing.
Based upon the information obtained from the 
application and the paramedical exam, the insurance 
company may order medical records and your motor 
vehicle report and will search a prescription data base.
The underwriter reviews this information and makes 
an offer for coverage or potentially declines to make an 
offer. We may recommend a different carrier for your 
coverage.
Once you have a firm offer, we review the cost and 
benefit of the policy with you and help you decide  
if you want to accept the policy as part of your  
financial plan.  n

Diane Gastrow
Insurance Advisor

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Diane Gastrow.

EIG Blood Drive
Ellenbecker Investment Group is hosting 
our first annual blood drive and bone marrow 
registry with the BloodCenter of Wisconsin! 

Save the date for #GivingTuesday on  
Tuesday, November 28th. 

This is your chance to help save lives in your 
community by participating in a blood drive. 
Each pint of blood donated may help as many 
as three people! This means another cancer 
patient can look forward to tomorrow or a 
child can look forward to the future. 

Thank you in advance for joining us!
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Gen Y and Millennials are getting married 
and starting families later than their parents, 

squeezing important decisions into a shorter time 
period. With so many decisions facing young families 
today, it is easy to get distracted by the day to day 
expenses. Following this check list can provide you 
with the confidence needed to stay on track and 
know that your goals can be met. 

Start an Emergency Fund – This should be the 
priority for any young family. With children, expect the 
unexpected! A good rule of thumb is to try to have 
three to six months’ worth of expenses set aside in an 
account that is easily accessible should the need arise. 
By having this fund, it will be easier to stick to your 
retirement savings plan and you will not have to go 
into debt to pay for an unexpected expense. 

Create a Financial Plan – There are many decisions 
you are faced with when just starting out. How 
much should I save? How should I save, Roth vs. 
Traditional? What debt to pay off first? Working with 
a financial advisor can help give clarity to these and 
other questions. A recent study indicated that those 
with a financial plan accumulated nearly 250% more 
retirement savings than those without a financial plan 
in place. Start building confidence in your retirement 
plan early on. 

Pay Off Student Loans – Make it a priority to pay off 
your student loan debt. Once these are paid off, you 
will have more cash flow available to meet your other 
savings goals.

Take Advantage of Your Retirement Plan -The 
younger you are when you start to save, the longer 
the money has to work for you. If your employer offers 
a matching contribution, take advantage, contributing 
what you need to get the full match. While it can be 
hard when faced with other bills, set the discipline 
early on to invest in yourself and your retirement. After 
a while, you won’t even notice that you are saving!

Start Saving for 
College – Only start 
this plan after you are 
sufficiently saving for 
your own retirement. 
Your children can get 
loans to help pay for 
college, but you can’t get a loan to pay for retirement! 
There are many great options to help you save – but 
a 529 plan is the most common and often allows you 
a state tax deduction if you contribute to your state 
sponsored plan. 

Evaluate Your Life Insurance – The addition of 
children is a great time to evaluate your life insurance. 
Most employers offer some life insurance, but 
this goes away if you leave the company. Having 
individually owned life insurance can provide peace 
of mind, no matter what job changes may occur. 
Make sure you lock in insurability while you are young 
and healthy. With stand-alone insurance, you can 
often increase the dollar amount later down the road 
without having to show proof of insurability. 

Estate Planning – Now that you are starting a 
family, it is important to think about those “what 
ifs” in life. Choosing a guardian for your children if 
something happened to you and your spouse is not 
something you should leave up to the state. While 
the chances of a premature death are low, the risk 
of being incapacitated, even for a short period, are 
much greater. Make sure both you and your spouse 
have executed powers of attorney for healthcare and 
finance. n

Financial Planning for 
Young Families

Kristina Schnuckel, CFP®, AIF® 
Senior Wealth Advisor Associate 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Our annual Medicare seminar was held in 
September. If you missed it but would like to 
listen to the recording and review the handouts, 
please email info@ellenbecker.com.

In Case You Missed It...
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Public Speaking Tips
"Glossophobia," is the medical term 
for stage fright. It makes 28% of 
the adults in the U.S. either afraid 
or very afraid, according to The 
Chapman University Survey of 
American Fears. There are more 
people afraid of public speaking 
than of their own death! Many 
of these people suffer through 
it when forced but many others 
take avoiding public speaking to 
a disruptive level. I have known 
clients and friends who have 
passed up promotions or not taken 
a juicy assignment just because 
both required speaking.

When the fear of public speaking manifests itself at a 
young age, it can even influence career choice.
“Being brave is a skill, one that is best learned 
gradually over time. Like any new skill, whether it be 
basketball or violin, practice, persistence and patience 
are key. Brave is built, not born, and micro-bravery 
lets girls flex their brave muscle slowly and in small 
increments. Over time, the muscle gets stronger. 
Eventually, girls develop the confidence to tackle 
bigger challenges,” says Simone Marean, Executive 
Director and Co-Founder of Girls Leadership.
Public speaking is a skill, not a talent. It needs to be practiced. Avoiding public 
speaking only exacerbates the problem by reinforcing the fear. Besides, if you never 
present, you’ll never realize that you won’t actually die.
28 tips may seem like a lot, however, considering more Americans fear public 
speaking than their own death, I believe more tips are better than less.
To continue reading or to download Laura Clydesdale’s free “Present Like a Pro” 
Handbook, visit www.lauraclydesdale.com.

Kids Corner

Laura Clydesdale
Blogger 

“Lead Up” - LauraClydesdale.com
laura@lauraclydesdale.com

Navigating Your 
Medicare Options
It’s that time of year again! The Medicare Annual Open 

Enrollment Period is right around the corner! You have 
numerous options for covering your healthcare costs and 
don’t expect your neighbor's plan to be the best choice 
for you. Be sure to work with a licensed Medicare Insurance 
Agent to truly understand your options. A good agent 
will be appointed with multiple carriers and be able to 
determine which plan will provide the right coverage for 
YOUR needs at no additional cost. You will choose between:
1. Original Medicare (A+B), plus a Qualified Drug plan 
2.  Original Medicare with a Medicare Supplement/Medigap 

plan (plus a Qualified Drug Plan)
3.  Medicare Advantage (Part C) plan (with or without 

Qualified Drug coverage included)
Medigap plans work to augment Original Medicare. Original 
Medicare covers 80% of allowed services and Medigap 
plans typically cover the remaining 20% when structured 
correctly. Medigap plans are accepted everywhere that 
accepts Original Medicare. Monthly premiums starts at 
around $150-$300/month at age 65 and increase annually. 
After the initial eligibility period, medical underwriting 
applies. Prescriptions are not covered under these plans. 
You must purchase stand-alone prescription coverage also 
known as Part D.

Medicare 
Advantage plans 
work in place of 
Original Medicare. 
Benefits are 
administered by 
private insurance 
companies, and 
provide an out-of-pocket maximum ranging from $3,000 to 
$7,000 in 2017, after which the plan pays 100% of covered 
expenses. Many services are reduced to simple co-pays. 
Monthly premiums range from $0 to almost $200/month 
and are not age or health based. Advantage Plans can have 
Part D coverage included and can offer access to dental, 
vision, wellness, etc.
Things to consider: Are your doctors/hospitals/pharmacies 
covered? Are there copays, deductibles, monthly premiums 
or maximum out-of-pocket amounts? Are there extra 
benefits like fitness club memberships, dental, vision, and 
foreign travel?
Medicare Annual Enrollment starts October 15, 2017 and 
runs through December 7, 2017. Contact a trusted, local, 
Licensed Agent soon to be aware of the options for 2018.  n

Jim Larson
Licensed Insurance Agent

HealthMarkets Insurance Agency
jim.larson@healthmarkets.com

(414) 687-0357
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Need a couple of quick deductions to reduce your 
personal tax liability? Here are a few that are available 

until December 31:

Donate:  Clean out your closets and donate your unused 
and unwanted items. Not using some furniture or an older 
vehicle? Carry it all to a donation center near you. Even 
food given to food pantries counts. Remember to get a 
receipt and record the fair market value of your donations.  
And lastly, don’t forget to include your total mileage 
and parking for your volunteer work with a charitable 
organization.

Give:  Instead of coming up with cash, most charitable 
organizations heartily accept credit card donations, stocks, 
bonds and other investments. Credit card contributions 
made now still count toward your 2017 deductions, even if 
the charges aren’t paid off until 2018, according to the IRS. 
That makes cards ideal for last-minute donations. Seniors 
over age 70½ can also give directly from their IRAs to 
satisfy their required distribution requirements – without 
generating any taxable income.
Contribute:  If your employer offers a 401(k) or other type 
of deferred pension plan, make every effort to contribute 

the maximum amount 
allowable – especially if 
your employer matches 
your contribution. You can 
contribute up to $18,000 
to your 401(k) or similar 
retirement savings plan in 
2017 ($24,000 if you are 50 
or older by the end of the 
year).

Harvest:  (Losses, that is.) One of the easiest ways to 
reduce your tax liability as an investor is to take a capital 
loss. Taking losses on an investment can reduce the 
long-term and/or short-term capital gains you've already 
accrued for the year. Or, if you have more capital losses 
than gains for the year, you can use up to $3,000 of 
your capital losses to offset your ordinary income. Any 
remainder of the capital loss beyond $3,000 can be carried 
forward to next year.  n

The economy rebounded in the second quarter. But 
continued improvement may prove elusive since the 

Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development is 
forecasting GDP growth of only 2.2% for the entire year. Perhaps 
this forecast reflects the difficulty Congress is having passing a 
“growth agenda” or any agenda for that matter. While we wait 
for progress on that front, inflation has moderated slightly (1.7% 
over the past year) and surveys of business conditions have 
generally improved.

The economic reports are not uniformly upbeat, however. 
Purchases by consumers make up two-thirds of economic 
activity and the University of Michigan’s consumer sentiment 
survey has fallen from 98.5 at the beginning of the year to 93.4 
now. Also, a few months ago, total consumer debt set a record 
exceeding the previous peak reached in the third quarter, 2008 

(a little ominous). The Fed is 
still forecasting 3-4 interest 
rate hikes over the next year, 
presumably, we hope, only after 
a pickup in GDP or inflation. 
And, there is a bond market 
measure that suggests growth 
may be waning. This measure 
is the spread between the yield 
on the 30 year US Treasury 
bond and the yield on the 3 
mo. US Treasury bond. If the 
bond market expects growth 
to accelerate, this spread will widen/increase. However, over the 
last eight months, it has shrunk from 2.58% to 1.85%. Should it 
drop to zero or below, it would imply a recession. We are a long 
way from that, so not to worry for the moment, but it is headed 
in the wrong direction.

Bottom line, the economy will most likely continue to grow but 
could slow a little in the second half of the year. This could put 
pressure on Congress to pass some pro-growth legislation, keep 
the Fed from raising interest rates for a while, and may mean 
that the red-hot stock market pauses to catch its breath after a 
nearly 10 month rally.  n

End of Year Deductions Still Available

Economic Update

Sandra Geisler, CPA
Owner

Hale Park Tax & Accounting, LLC
sandra@haleparkcpa.com

(414) 529-3703

Terry Pavlic
President,

Pavlic Investment Advisors, Inc. 
terry@pavlic.com

(262) 646-4300

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Terry Pavlic.

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Sandra Geisler.

Data Source: FactSet
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Eight and a half years and roughly 260% in price 
appreciation into the current bull market, we continue to 

focus on two key things: earnings and valuations. 

Earnings are paramount because earnings growth drives 
stock prices. As the accompanying chart depicting the 
S&P 500’s price action (blue line) and earnings trajectory 
(green line, with estimates for 2017 and 2018 in dotted line) 
from December 1988 through August 15 demonstrates, 
bear markets do not occur without a major contraction in 
corporate profitability.

The trailing four-quarter operating earnings for the S&P 500 
bottomed in the third quarter 2009 at $39.61. At the time of 
this writing, with just over 90% of the S&P 500’s companies 
reporting second quarter earnings, the June 2017 trailing four-
quarter operating earnings estimate is $116, almost 3x higher 
than the 2009 low. Earnings growth has supported price 
appreciation.

Additionally, we have seen an unusual pattern emerge 
regarding 2017 earnings expectations. Earnings estimates 
typically start on an overly optimistic note and need to be 
revised downward as time progresses to meet reality. But the 
S&P 500’s 2017 earnings estimate has actually been revised 
upward over the past 12 months by about 4% to $130.50 to 

imply 23% year-over-year 
earnings growth.

Interestingly, the 2017 
estimate began its upward 
movement following the 
November election on 
the premise that earnings 
would increase more 
quickly as a result of tax 
reform and deregulation. 
The consensus earnings 
estimate for 2017 has continued to creep up this year despite 
the fact progress has not been made in the tax reform 
because analysts now have higher expectations for organic 
growth. For example, the Atlanta Fed expects GDP growth of 
3.8% this quarter, compared to 1.2% in the first quarter and 
2.6% in the second, and 1.9% for all of 2016.

The average’s valuation has increased a bit the past few years. 
However, we do not see valuation as a major issue for the 
market if earnings come through as expected. The current 
valuation on the forward estimate represents a roughly 10% 
premium to its 20-year average. However, interest rates are 
significantly below their 20-year averages (i.e. 10-year Treasury 
yield of 2.30% vs. 3.95% 20-year average) which allows for 
higher stock valuations. n

Market Update

Mary Brown
Campbell Newman  
Asset Management 

mbrown@campbellnewman.com 
(414) 908-6670

Source: Standard and Poor's

Source: Standard and Poor's

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Mary Brown.

Delightful Danube & Prague 
Uniworld Cruise
Austria | Czech Republic | Germany | Hungary
September 10 – 20 or 23*, 2018
This 10-day Uniworld cruise 
will start in Prague and end 
in Budapest with an optional 
3-day extension in Budapest. 
Travelers will marvel at 
ravishing scenery as your 
luxurious ship glides through 
the Wachau Valley, celebrated as one of the world’s 
most beautiful landscapes, into Germany and past 
charming Bavarian villages.
*Optional, Post‐Cruise, 3‐Day Extension in Budapest
Contact EIG to learn more: (262) 691-3200  
or info@ellenbecker.com

Travel with Karen Ellenbecker

S&P 500 PRICE & EARNINGS
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Collaborative Practice: 
A Different Way to Divorce

Traditional divorce can be expensive and 
destructive, but it doesn’t have to be that way.  

In an adversarial process, couples and their lawyers 
frequently increase conflict during divorce with 
escalating arguments over children, income and 
assets. The first question for anyone considering 
divorce to ask is “what process is the best option for 
myself and my family?”

Collaborative Divorce is a process in which couples 
work together with their lawyers to reach a resolution 
of all family and financial issues in their divorce. 
Specifically, the Collaborative Process includes 
experienced problem-solving lawyers who work as a 
team with mental health professionals and financial 
neutrals, as needed, to explore creative alternatives 
and help clients develop a comprehensive 
settlement plan to meet the interests and needs of 
all family members. Instead of positional negotiation 
and posturing for adversarial court proceedings, the 
goal of Collaboration is for lawyers to assist clients in 
exploring legal options and outcomes in a respectful 
and open process. The parties and lawyers all agree 
in writing that they will not go to court to have a 
judge make decisions about their family, but instead 
will work together to resolve issues privately and 
peacefully. 

Collaboration works because the parties and 
professionals all agree at the outset to cooperate, 
share information and jointly settle issues and 
differences without a contentious public court 
dispute. A key commitment in the Collaborative 
Process is that the parties agree both lawyers must 
withdraw if either party chooses to have a court 
trial regarding a dispute. Though this happens 
infrequently, the up-front binding commitment 
not to use the court to make decisions creates an 
incentive for everyone to focus on creating mutually 
acceptable agreements instead of posturing with 
divergent positions and negotiating with rigid, fixed 
positions and court ultimatums. It also protects 
privacy and supports more open communication. 
Collaborative family lawyers, like lawyers in 
transactional negotiations, act as legal advisors and 
problem-solvers rather than as positional advocates. 

In a Collaborative Process, the parties meet with their 
collaborative divorce lawyers in a series of four-way 
settlement conferences. Since all negotiations take 
place with the parties present, the parties themselves 
learn the legal and financial impact of options and 
retain control over the final decisions. Each party has 
the benefit of individual legal advice, and they may 
jointly engage neutral financial experts and mental 
health professionals, such as a neutral child specialist, 
to assure informed decision-making. This teamwork 
approach often includes individual referrals to other 
professionals, such as financial advisors, accountants, 
realtors, therapists, and estate planners, to assist each 
party in making the best decisions possible for their 
current and future well-being.  

Experience shows that resolving divorces 
collaboratively can reduce financial and emotional 
costs and help couples create durable agreements 
that prevent future court disputes. Divorce will affect 
every aspect of each person’s future. It is not easy, 
but it does not have to be a win/lose fight. Anyone 
considering separation or divorce should learn 
about process options for divorce before making any 
decisions.  n

Susan Hansen
Collaborative Lawyers &  

Mediators  
Hansen & Hildebrand, S.C. 

sah@h-hlaw.com
(414) 273-2422

Gregory Hildebrand
Collaborative Lawyers &  

Mediators  
Hansen & Hildebrand, S.C. 

gmh@h-hlaw.com
(414) 273-2422

Armchair Travelers
Join this curious group of travelers looking to 
experience other cultures and adventure from the 
comfort of our Education Center in Pewaukee. Diane 
Byrne, CFP® will host guest speakers to present and 
discuss various destinations they have visited including 
the culture, music, cuisine, people and traditions. We 
will experience Australia, Iceland and Christmas Around 
the World in October, November and December, 
respectively. Register at ellenbecker.com/events.
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To register or learn more about our events, please visit: ellenbecker.com/events. 
To receive our weekly emails, please email: info@ellenbecker.com.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

October 2017

November 2017

December 2017

Bible Study
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Bible Study
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Bible Study
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Bible Study
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Bible Study
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Armchair 
Travelers 
3:00-5:00 p.m.

EIG Blood Drive 
#GivingTuesday 
3:00-7:00 p.m.

WI Widows 
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Armchair 
Travelers 
3:00-5:00 p.m.

EIG Office 
Closed - 
Christmas 
Holiday

EIG Office Early 
Close - New 
Year's Holiday
1:00 p.m.

WI Widows 
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Office Closed - Thanksgiving Holiday

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Office  
Early Close
1:00 p.m.

Calendar of Events

EIG HR Update 
Employee of the Month
Congratulations to these 
employees for going above 
and beyond and being 
chosen as EIG's Employee of 
the Month!
July 
Courtney Hull
August 
Heather Deaton
September 
Pam Peterson

Employee Anniversaries
July 
Pam Peterson - 10 years 
Wendy Peperkorn - 4 years
August 
Sandy Miller - 4 years
September 
Amy Schaubel - 2 years

Charity Casual Day
We will be collecting 
donations for the following 
charities this quarter. 
Employees will be sharing 
their support by wearing 
jeans on the following days:
-  October 20: Eric Wolfe Brain 

Tumor Fellowship
-  November 17: Christmas 

Clearing Council
-  December 15: Honor Flight 

Network

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

WI Widows  
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Armchair 
Travelers
3:00-5:00 p.m.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

Ellenbecker 
Investment GroupEIG

®



Advisory services offered through Ellenbecker Investment Group (EIG), a Registered Investment Advisor.  
EIG does not provide tax or legal advice; please consult your tax or legal advisor regarding your particular situation. 

Diversification and asset allocation do not guarantee positive results.

Money Sense Radio Airs  
Saturdays at 2 p.m. & Sundays at Noon  
Central Time on WISN AM 1130
For over two decades, listeners have counted on Ellenbecker Investment Group for 
reliable, relevant information designed to help with life’s challenges. Each week, Karen 
and our team of wealth advisors share their unique financial perspective and interviews 
local and global economists, lawyers, tax and real estate specialists, authors and other 
special guests.

Listen to past shows at moneysenseradio.com.EllenbeckerInvestmentGroup

ellenbecker.com

N35 W23877 Highfield Court, Suite 200
Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072 

@Money-Sense

Since 1991

EIG
®


